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Home/NIST Trace Calibration Certificate Be the first to review this Product Description Product Additional Product Information Tag All calibrations are traced to the National Institute of Science and Technology and meet ISO standards. N.I.S.T. National Institute of Standards and Technology. All equipment
used to calibrate equipment is annually tested and approved by the federal government to be up to 4 or more times more accurate than your meter is certified. Delivery Weight 0.0000 Manufacturer Mitchell Tool MPN NIST by edsponce on Megger with Resistance Box and Multimeter Precision as a
reference standard Have you ever wondered why the cables on the appliances are safe for time to spend when connecting it to an electrical source? Or does electric lines going into your home not shock you every time you touch a metal post or every time it's wet? This is because the conductors are duly
isolated. But any leakage or shortage in these electrical wires can cause shock or damage to appliances. This is why every unit or appliances supply wires, construction of electrical connectors or electric motor cables must be tested primarily for proper insulation before they are released for public use. It
uses an insulation tester. Isolation testers are used to check and detect whether there is a current leak in the conductor or other electrical components. And the most commonly used insulation tester is The Megger Tester (the company's brand and name). For most people, once you say Megger, it's an
automatically insulating tester. But we also need to know that Fluke has its own insulator tester, which is a Fluke 1507 insulation tester. In this article I'll share how to test and test the accuracy of your megger tester in measuring the drag value that you can realize before using your Megger. In addition, it
involves checking the output voltage to make sure you have a reliable reading. In addition, I will also betray the calibration procedure that you can implement for your home calibration in case you have the necessary reference standards that I will present here. In this post, I will use Megger BM11D. What
is an insulation tester? The multimeter can be used as an insulation tester, but in a limited sense, basically a test of continuity and detection of current or voltage presence only under normal conditions. If there is no current flow in the isolated wire during testing, it means that the wire is safe to hold. But
what if there is a break in isolation and high voltage or current will pass through it? Of course, the wire will burned or create a short circuit that can cause damage and fire. This cannot be detected by a normal multimeter. There is an accident waiting to happen. To detect and test for current leaks during a
normal or congested congested We will use a special tool known as an insulation tester like Megger. Isolation Resistance Tester Functions: Principles of work The main function is to check the isolation of a set of conductive wires by measuring resistance. In this sense, this tester is also called an
insulation resistance tester. The higher the resistance, the better. Usually in Mega Ohms reading. A lower resistance value means that there is a short or leaking current that causes resistance to the fall. It is used as a voltage source to verify the integrity of the conductor. The insulation tester has the
ability to source or generate a large amount of voltage. This voltage is inserted into the conduct of wires to check if the insulation can withstand high voltage. An isolated conductor may have a normal reading in low voltage, but during exposure to high voltage, insulation can break and leakage can occur.
Continuity tester function. Continuous testing on a very long wire cable cannot be guaranteed by a simple multimeter. Because of the high voltage generated by the insulation tester, you can measure a significant amount of resistance. High resistance (infinity) reading means open while zero or very low
resistance means reduction. But do not have to record because most insulation tester has an alarm for short or open status. How to use Megger Tester-Accuracy Verification Setup Since we already know how the insulation tester works, I'll show you how to test your Megger insulation tester with a resistor
and multimeter. Learning how to use a Megger tester leads to a simple understanding of the verification process. Resistance function check 1. First, check the actual resistance of the resistor with a high-precision multimeter 2. Then join Megger to see and compare his reading. Since it is a resistance
isolating tester, just directly measure the resistor with a known value (Please see the picture below). If you want to record a very accurate result, first measure the resistor using a multimeter to get its actual value. Install the necessary voltage to work in the resistor (500 V) Connect the resistor to the probe.
Then click the TEST button. Reading should be in the manufacturer's specifications. Voltage Check Remove the resistor and transfer the probes to the multi-meter port Set multi-meter to the required range (Vdc) Set megger on the desired voltage range. Click the Meggera TEST button to generate
voltage. The readings must be within the specifications provided by the manufacturer. Isolation Tester Megger measures resistance by generating voltage and current. Using Ohms Law we can calculate the value of resistance. Because of this, we can't use signal, such as from the process calibrator. The
calibration of the process also generates voltage, which affects the measured value. In this procedure, we will use the Resistance box to provide analog resistance for the Megger insulation tester. The Decade Resistance Box is a set of resistors designed to provide a combined reading of resistance in a
ten-year interval packed inside a box. Another benchmark is the Fluke multimeter, and we need a large range and multimeter resolution that can read the entire range of your Megger. If you can't reach the entire range, you can still calibrate, but with a limited range that is approved by the user. Calibration
method: This is achieved by comparing the withdrawal of resistance from a ten-year-old box with a Megger display. As well as the voltage display in Megger to the reading of the voltage multimeter. This procedure can be used on all insulating testers, which takes analog resistance. Requirements: Warm-
up time (UUC): At least 1 hour for proper stabilization of the Decade Resistance Box and Connection Wires Temperature: 23 q/- 5 deg C Humidity: 50 q/- 30% Measuring Data Sheet (MDS) or Megger Test Report (check this link, to learn more about measuring sheet data) Reference Standard for Use:
Decade Resistance Box (Calibration Box) Fluke Precision Multimeter 8846A Thermogigrometer (for temperature and humidity monitoring) Connecting wires Calibration procedure: High voltage is generated in this procedure, always to observe safety. Check the Megger tester for visual defects that may
affect its accuracy. Stop calibrating if any defect is flagged. Clean the Megger Tester with a soft fabric Check if it has good batteries, replace low-power batteries. The food is on the block and allow the stabilization of 1 hour to be conditioned by the environmental conditions of the room. Prepare a sheet of
measurement data (MDS) and cover up all the necessary details or information (Brand, Model, Serial q, etc.). Identify test points that will be calibrated on the Megger tester, select at least 5 test points covering the entire range or depending on the user range. Get it on MDS. Using the Fluke Precision
Multimeter, connect the required test to measure the DC Voltage Megger Megger Verification Setup DC Voltage Verification: Connect the positive Megger terminal to the positive entry of the Fluke multimeter HI and the negative terminal from LO Return. Put Megger (Unit Under Calibration) in DC Voltage
mode. Choose the voltage range that will be generated. Click the TEST button to create each of the required point values Take note of the measured value on the multimeter. Wait until the display stabilizes and then get the readings. Record testimony in the MDS or Megger Test report. Take The Take at
least 3 tests for each snooze point number 2 to 6 until all ranges are covered.      Resistance check: Remove megger connection probes that are connected to the multi-meter. Now connect the probes to the Decade Resistance Box terminal (the same connections as the multi-meter). Set the resistance of
the resistance box for decades to the desired value by turning the handles. (example 100 Mohm) Click TEST, Megger will enter the voltage of the resistor and generate the required resistance value. Wait until the display on the megger stabilize then get the readings. Record testimony on MDS. If the
readings are already within, update the relevant record, make markings and seals and give the owner, otherwise, make the necessary repair or adjustment.  8, End of procedure based on manufacturer specifications, below are the limits of tolerance that can be used. Voltage readings 5% of the nominal
test voltage (load resistance 100 MH) Resistance Reading from 5% 1 MH to 100 GH at 5 kV 5% 1 MH to 10 GH at 500 v 20% outside these limits (above 100 kH) Example: Voltage output is 500 Vdz, Acceptable limits (0.05'500 and 25 V) Thus, the value of tolerance is between q/- 25 out of 500 or (475 to
525) Vdc Want to know how to properly interpret the certificate of calibration? Visit my other post, click here. Conclusion Understanding Resistance Measurements in so many ways and Megger Isolation Tester is one of the tools that can confuse you or intrigue you if you're new in electrical
measurements.  In order to be clear on this point, I gave a simple explanation of the principle of measuring it. We know that it uses an analog signal to create the necessary resistance. Once you have understood this principle, now just calibrate or check the insulation tester. I presented in this post how to
check before using and calibrating the Megger Isolation tester using the reference standard. Looking for AN INSULATION TESTER, check out this tester isolation page. Thanks for visiting my site, please leave a comment and subscribe. Edwin Edwin megger calibration certificate pdf. megger tester
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